1.

Complete the sentences with the words: fry, grill, roast in the correct form

Meat and vegetables can be________________________over a real or
electrical fire.
2. To make__________________potatoes creamier you can add butter or
milk.
3. Sentence transformation. Jack is too young to go to the cinema with us.
Jack is not__________________________________to go to the cinema
with us.
4. I regret not buying that CD when I was in London last year.
I _________________________________________that CD when I was
London last year.
5. “Please, don’t say anything to my parents”, the boy said to his neighbour.
The boy _________________________________________to his parents.
6. “Can you help me with the gardening?” my uncle asked me.
My uncle asked me________________________________________with
the gardening.
7. He went to the doctor to check his eyesight.
He________________________________________by the doctor.
8. You failed your exam because you didn’t prepare well enough.
You ______________________________________________if you had
prepared well enough.
9. “Please, do not smoke here.”
I’d rather______________________________ here.
10. Today is the 10th anniversary of our wedding.
We_______________________________________________________
11. You won’t know how the camcorder works if you don’t read the manual
carefully.
You won’t know _______________________________________________
you read the manual carefully.
12. The last time I saw Jack was on Saturday.
I________________________________________________Saturday.
13. If you don’t go to Egypt, you won’t see the pyramids.
You_______________________________________you go to Egypt.
14. Give definitions of the words: high season, pass, border
15. Complete these compound nouns:
A)Fashion__________________________producers of fashionable clothes

B)Fashion__________________________shops with expensive trendy
clothes
C)Fashion__________________________additional things you wear like
belts or bags
16. Match the collocation words and fill in the gaps with the appropriate
phrases. Use the verbs in right forms.
1)Do
a)A goal
2)Set

b)Sports

3)Score

c)A match

4)win

d)A record

Chris is very fit and athletic. He 17______________a lot of
18_____________
In the first half Ronaldinho 19_________________two
20___________________
21. For each box choose the sport word which goes with all the words
Boots
Costume
1.
Poles
2.
Trunk
Slope
Goggles
suit
Pool
lift
Cap
_____________________
____________________

3.

Shoes
Ball
Racket
Court

Boots
1. Shirt
Pitch
Kit
Fan

Fill in the gaps using a suitable prefix and a suffix of the words given at the end of
the lines.
The British government has made a 22________________POPULARITY
decision to ban smoking in a lot of public places. A lot of people

find smoking 23___________________, and experts PLEASE
agree it is 24_________________ HEALTH

